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possible to check the methods and conditions of use of the product, the company cannot accept any responsibility.

 COD. 6100
Rubber sheets: CR-NBR-EPDM-SBR-RUBBER FABRIC

Description
Texpack® can supply a wide range of rubber sheets, silicone sheets, Viton and other elastomer sheets. They are used 
to produce custom-designed die-cut gaskets or according to customer specifications.

Characteristics

type code characteristic density 
hardness

thckness
mm colour surface operating 

temperature various

NBR 03BBX rubber only Sh72 ±5 1 ÷ 50 black smooth -20 +100 -

NBR 03BBXT fabric rubber Sh72 ±5 1.5 ÷ 10 black smooth -20 +100 1 or 2 fabrics according to 
the thickness

NBR 03NIT rubber only Sh65 ±5 1 ÷ 10 black smooth -20 +80 -

NBR 03ALNIT food-grade 
rubber Sh60 ±5 1 ÷ 20 white smooth -20 +100 food-grade compliance, 

including oily foods

SBR 03BII food-grade 
rubber Sh60 ±5 1 ÷ 50 white smooth -25 +80 food-grade compliance, 

including oily foods

CR 03BBQ rubber only Sh60 ±5 1 ÷ 30 black smooth -20 +90 self-extinguishing

CR 03NEO rubber only Sh70 ±5 1 ÷ 10 black smooth -20 +90 -

SBR 03IDL rubber only Sh65 ±5 1 ÷ 50 black smooth -20 +70 -

SBR 03IDT rubber and 
fabric print only Sh70 ±5 1.5 ÷ 50 black fabric rubber -25 +70 -

SBR 03TXL fabric rubber Sh70 ±5 1.5 ÷ 50 black smooth -25 +70 -

SBR 03TXT rubber and 
fabric print only Sh70 ±5 1.5 ÷ 50 black fabric rubber -25 +70 -

SBR 03AST fabric rubber Sh80 ±5 10 ÷ 60 black smooth -30 +80 only plates mm 
1000x1000

SBR 03DUR rubber only Sh82 ±5 1 ÷ 10 black smooth -20 +70 only on request with 
minimum supply

EPDM 03EPR rubber only Sh65 ±5 1 ÷ 10 black smooth -25 +100 -

EPDM 03EPR T fabric rubber Sh65 ±5 1 ÷ 10 black smooth -20 +80 -

Silicon 03S/LR 
MQ rubber only Sh60 ±5 1 ÷ 10 red smooth -60 +220 food-grade according to

FDA 177 2600

Silicon 03S/L MQ rubber only Sh60 ±5 1 ÷ 10 natural smooth -60 +200 food-grade according to
FDA 177 2600

Silicon 03STR rubber only Sh60 ±5 1 ÷ 10 natural smooth -60 +200 food-grade according to
FDA 177 2600


